DO THIS BEFORE HITTING
POST, PUBLISH OR SEND!
WRITE COPY LIKE A PRO WITH
THIS LUCKY 7 COPY CHEAT SHEET
& CHECKLIST

Join the discussion over in The Copy Academy facebook community.

7 Simple Steps to Better Converting Copy
(NO 4-LEAF CLOVERS REQUIRED)

1. FIND YOUR NORTH STAR
Every piece of copy needs a single
goal; a North Star that’s guiding it
every step of the way.
Perhaps that goal’s to get your
customers excited about a new
product or service.
Or maybe it’s just getting a little
more ‘know, like and trust’ factor
among your followers.
Whatever it is, if the single goal of
your piece of copy isn’t obvious, it’s
time for a rewrite.

Everything you write needs to feed
into a single goal. Your readers are
busy people and would rather be
reading their newsfeeds, so you’ve
need a point, and you need to get to
it in a clear, concise and compelling
way - or cue the tumbleweed.

Stop Rambling &
Get to the Point

2. A PROMISING HEADLINE
So you’ve got a headline. And
it’s attention grabbing. But is
that enough?
Nope, sorry!
Because once you’ve stopped
them in their tracks, you’ve then
got to entice them to actually
open the email, read the blog
post or carry on scrolling down
your sales page. And for that
they need to have some kind of
promise of a benefit or a reward.

Good headlines
promise a benefit
or a reward

example
The Latest Facebook Updates Explained
BECOMES

5 Ways to Ace the Latest
Facebook Updates (and keep in
your followers’ newsfeeds)

Flash Sale!
BECOMES

25% off your favourite
brands until midnight!
PS. Writing an email?
Your subject line = your headline
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THE CHEAT SHEET
read this before pressing
post, publish or send!

3. A CAN’T-MISS-IT CALL TO ACTION
Every piece of copy needs a Call
to Action.
CTA’s aren’t just for when you’re
selling something or trying to get
them on your list.

A missed CTA
is a missed
opportunity

Try these:
Check out this blog post on X Y Z
Join the discussion over in my
facebook group
Hit reply and let me know what you
need help with most
Found this helpful? Share the love
with someone you think needs to
hear this too
MAKE SURE YOUR CTA IS BIG,
BOLD & UNMISSABLE

4. EASY ON THE EYE!
The biggest crime against
readers? Not including enough
white space (closely followed by
not even bothering to format it).
Dense, wordy copy rarely gets
read. And if your copy’s not
getting read, you’re wasting
a whole lot of blood, sweat
and tears.

Use white space
& formatting
to make it
easier to read

Here’s some easy fixes to
keep it peeper-friendly:
- Use subheads
- Keep paragraphs short
-	Don’t be afraid of one word
sentences (or even one word
paragraphs)
-	123456789 &£$% - don’t forget to
use them!
-	Emphasise words with italics &
use bold to make things stand
out
-	Lots of info? Bullet points are
your friend
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THE CHEAT SHEET
read this before pressing
post, publish or send!

5. IT’S NICE & CONVERSATIONAL, RIGHT?
Or more like you’re giving a
lecture?
You want your copy to read like
you’re having a chat with your
soulmate client over a cup of
coffee, not like you’re a robot with
a personality crisis.

Forget fancy
& formal - use
everyday words

So do this:
-	Business jargon DELETE. IT. ALL.
-	Use contractions. They’re the
easiest way to make your copy
sound chatty.
-	Lose the fancy language
(and keep the Thesaurus for
crosswords). If you wouldn’t say
‘avail yourself of this offer’ in real
life, then just say ‘grab this great
deal’ and be done with it.

6. HELLO? ARE YOU THERE?
Personality is important in copy but is it yours or someone else’s
your using?
It’s tempting to sling in a phrase or
two from your favourite influencer or
Thought Leader.
It’s quick, it’s easy, it’s what all the
cool kids are saying…

Which means your readers will be a
bit confused, your soulmate clients
won’t recognise you (and therefore
will never find you) and you’ll never
bother to find what your authentic
voice really sounds like.
And that’s the only one we care
about ‘round here.

and it sounds nothing like you.

Attract more soulmate clients
by being more like you
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THE CHEAT SHEET
read this before pressing
post, publish or send!

7. KEEP IT LEAN ( & CLEAN)
So it’s all written and ready to go.
But before you hit publish, I want
you to cut your copy in half. And I
don’t mean by just lopping the
end off.
Flabby copy dilutes the potency
of your message.

And I promise you, every piece of
copy you write, will be even better
for being cut.
So aim for half…
PS. while you’re at it - check for
typos and use the spell-check!

The leaner your copy, the more
powerful your message

NOTES:

www.catebutlerross.com
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THE LUCKY 7 COPY CHECKLIST
check these boxes before pressing
post, publish or send!
1. One clear, single goal
2. A headline with a promise
3. A Call To Action (that you just can’t miss)
4. White space & formatting
5. Is it conversational? 
6. Personality check (yours only please)
7.	Is it clean and lean? No typos, no rambling. 
(And yes, I said cut it in half!)















FINISHED?
Cool. Now stop stressing & press publish

Perfectionism is the enemy of
getting sh * t done.
www.catebutlerross.com
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